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Mohawk spoken-word artist Janet Marie Rogers’s newest collection pulses with the rhythms of the drum and
the beat of the heart. Poems drawing on the language of the earth and inflected with the outspoken vocality
of activism address the crises of modern “land wars” – environmental destruction, territorial disputes, and
resource depletion. This collection is confessional love, learned survival, ardent resistance, and unique poetry
that wants to be spoken (aloud). If poetry is medicine, Peace in Duress is a cabinet full.

ice water now the temperature of tea sustains
until the next rez stop, re stop, re start
life elevated in Utah, gawd hours honoured in Arizona
tumbleweeds and raw earth, looks like open battle wounds
gorges burnt earth sagebrush holy land hot souls long roads ash-fault
bill-borders built on the backs of black hispanics
descent warnings foreshadowing rocks falling
sun blocked bright rays make way for end-of-day rain
don’t drink the poison, don’t you dare sigh with boredom
hot winds die pulling down cloud poetry
faces, places, displaces, wide-open Red
horses of courses
[from “3 Day Road”]
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From reader reviews:

Georgianna Menendez:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have far more or little spare time? Sure, you can
choose the suitable activity intended for spend your time. Any person spent their particular spare time to take
a stroll, shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open or maybe read a book titled Peace in Duress?
Maybe it is being best activity for you. You recognize beside you can spend your time together with your
favorite's book, you can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have various
other opinion?

Adrienne McGinnis:

What do you think about book? It is just for students because they're still students or the item for all people
in the world, what best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that question above. Every person has
distinct personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they
don't want do that. You must know how great and also important the book Peace in Duress. All type of book
are you able to see on many sources. You can look for the internet methods or other social media.

Theresa Smith:

Hey guys, do you desires to finds a new book to learn? May be the book with the headline Peace in Duress
suitable to you? The book was written by popular writer in this era. The particular book untitled Peace in
Duressis one of several books that everyone read now. This specific book was inspired a lot of people in the
world. When you read this publication you will enter the new dimensions that you ever know just before.
The author explained their strategy in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to comprehend the
core of this e-book. This book will give you a great deal of information about this world now. So you can see
the represented of the world in this particular book.

Thomas Williamson:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you will get it
in e-book technique, more simple and reachable. This specific Peace in Duress can give you a lot of close
friends because by you taking a look at this one book you have point that they don't and make an individual
more like an interesting person. This kind of book can be one of a step for you to get success. This e-book
offer you information that maybe your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than various other make
you to be great persons. So , why hesitate? We should have Peace in Duress.
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